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President’s Report.
Our last Newsletter spoke of a glimmer of hope that some Covid-19 restrictions were easing and things
might return to some sort of normal. Well as we now all know that glimmer of hope was just a candle at
the end of a long tunnel and the flame was blown out quite quickly.
At the time of writing we have a “Road Map” from our Premier that shows the way forward. As our age
group is in the most vulnerable cohort the road map reveals that the “way forward” will be more of the
“stay at home” variety. Which is all very well at keeping us safe but it won’t stop us going stir crazy.
As a means of keeping our grey cells functioning and our bodies moving Casey U3A has embarked on a
Zoom voyage. We are now offering over 50% of our planned program online plus some new classes as
well. 30 individual classes all up. More and more of you have realised that sitting around and waiting
for things to improve is not the best way to go, so joining in a Zoom class makes perfect sense. If you
look at the timetable in this newsletter you can see what we are trying to do.
None of this would be possible without tutors stepping forward and finding out what is possible and
probably being pleasantly surprised themselves. Of course nothing is as good as seeing and talking face
to face. What can beat a chat over a cuppa? The good thing about Zoom is that you don’t have to wear
a dreaded face mask but you can still chat and the simple exchange of ideas can lead in all sorts of
directions. Our exercise classes are a case in point. We didn’t really think that they would work but it
just goes to show what can be done by just trying. Arthritis Exercise, Qigong (Moving & Still Meditation)
and Taiqi are now running successfully and with good numbers attending. We hope that Zumba Gold
will also soon prove to be just as successful.
By the time you get this newsletter you will all have received a copy of a survey that we are conducting.
I hope that you have taken the time to fill it in. Your answers and preferences help us not only to plan
new courses but also how to adjust or modify what we already offer. It is beginning to look as if
returning to face to face classes is some way away so for the time being Zoom will be the way that we
offer our classes. If some of you want to try it or need help to set it up please let us know.
A date for your diaries is October 21st. This is when we will hold our Annual General Meeting for 2020.
Obviously we will not be able to run it as normal. Rule 37 of our Constitution allows us run the meeting
using technology. Therefore the meeting will be conducted using Zoom. Members wishing to attend
will have to register with the Secretary to be able to receive the joining instructions. You will all receive
the full details shortly.
During the year we have lost three of our committee members for one reason or another. Fortunately
we managed to find willing volunteers to fill those committee places on a casual basis. Thank you, Lyn
Jessiman, Joan Gaudion and Judith Brown for stepping forward.
Best wishes to all members and please keep safe.

Colin Whitney
President

Cycling my way through the Constraints of the Covid19 Crisis.

Having ridden a pushbike for many decades, I was delighted to receive a surprise gift of
an e-bike for a significant birthday last September.
Little did I then realise, how important a part it would come to play in my ability to
navigate through the challenges that the 2020 pandemic has thrown at us all.
In the past 4 months I have sailed my way on "The White Cloud” enjoying well over a
thousand kilometers of local exploration.
Berwick still has some lovely pockets of land that haven’t been lost to development. Just
north of the village is a road which resembles an English country lane, if not quite the
Devon I remember!
It was glorious in autumn and I look forward to enjoying what it offers in spring, but now
in the dead of winter the stark branches of huge old oaks and elms silhouette the
intense green of the rolling paddocks. On a clear day there are views across to Western
Port Bay.
I love to ride to Upper Beaconsfield via Payne or O’Neil Roads and down Ll Road (what
a strange name!) to Brown’s Road Officer. The Russo's Orchard, just along a bit, has a
welcoming store with fresh produce and of course the delicious Apple Cider that they
produce.
There is an excellent wood fired pizza for take - away from D’Angelo’s Estate nearby.
You won’t find anything better this side of Napoli!
A trip up Hessel Road in Narre Warren leads to the old Harkaway Cemetery which still
has an ancient wooden bell tower (though it may have been a fire bell, I don’t know the
history). From this vantage point under the power lines there is a view all the way to the

city. Harkaway too, is a lovely place to ride with long dirt roads and some large
properties with imposing entrances which I’m tempted to enter.
Over these past months I have explored in all directions of the compass from central
Berwick and discovered many lovely areas for cycling. I am impressed by the planning
of new estates that has ensured many walking/cycling paths and links between cul de
sacs. There is a feature in many of these housing estates of waterways, ponding and
retarding basins, and a system of paths and bridges which add a wonderful place for
passive and active recreation, as well as birdlife and native vegetation.
In the words of Mulga Bill, (AB Paterson) “riding is my special gift, my chiefest soul
delight ". It is something I look forward to almost every day, weather permitting, and has
helped me through these Covid times.
It gives me the freedom to travel where I wish, unimpeded by the latest Government
lockdown rules, provides exercise, fresh air, an opportunity to marvel at the beauty
around and rejuvenates me when I feel down about the current state of our world,

What a life- saver that surprise birthday present has been!
Margaret Edwards

Painting with Oils Class
To all my dear friends in the Painting class, I hope you are using
the enforced ‘holiday’ to catch up on all of those things we
never found time to do before. With the freezing wind at
present, it is good to look through the window and admire the
colours of the garden without having to go outside, and so we
can plan our paintings to be done later.
There have been more cupboard cleanings and junk sorting
done recently than ever! , and family history research can take
over the whole day. Use the time to advantage, because it will
give you a story to write and your children will be really happy
to learn about past generations and you will find the time
passes quickly and becomes more interesting.
Hopefully life will return to ‘normal’ soon.

Best Wishes to everyone
Pat Stone.

On Reflection

Side by side in stately symmetry
Smooth onyx water mirrors perfectly
Two Pelicans; glide downstream, sharp eyes wide
Pouched pink bills closed, prepared to slide
Beneath broad river’s surface in a flash
Snatch fresh fish supper swiftly, merest splash.

Ghostly white, in Red Gums’ shadows still
Stop silently at rest; long necks extend, to fill
Night air with raucous, constant high-pitched cries
Gaping bills stretched wide to sunset skies
Then tuck white heads beneath warm sheltering wings:
On river’s bank, a lone Cicada sings.
Suzanne de Pelsenaire (c) 2020

Ukelele Classes

Beginning online Uke Players: Tuesday 12:-1:00pm
Regular Uke Players: Tuesday 1:00-2:00pm

Q: What is the difference between a ukulele player
and a savings bond?
A: One will mature and make money.

Does that mean that Casey U3A members who join one of the uke classes
will be ‘Forever Young?”
Hey … that’s a great reason to sign up ASAP!
OR In these COVID times with economic downturn does it
mean that a Savings Bond won’t make any money?
If that’s the case it must be the Uke players who mature and
make money …
Hey – we’re winners either way!!!

Plus we get to play some great music and have FUN!

Chris Trimnell

Did You Know?
Casey/Cardinia Library has free
eBooks and audiobooks!

I know many people like to hold a book in hand, but if you also want
easy access at home, including browsing the "shelves", eBooks and
audiobooks may be just the thing for you!
All you need is an app on your device (tablet, Smartphone, or computer)
called Borrow Box. After you sign in once with your library member
number, you can browse the collection, search, and download up to 10
audio books AND 10 eBooks for your reading/listening pleasure. During
the Covid time, I've worked my way through all Michael Connelly's Harry
Bosch books and Lincoln Lawyer books, in order, helped by the titles
being numbered. I'm now starting on Lee Child's Jack Reacher series.
Although book 1 wasn't available for checking out at the time I found it
by using the search function, I put a reserve on it and will be able to
download it in a couple weeks. I will also get an email from the library
telling me it is now available for download when it is 'returned' by the
current patron.
The selection of books and other items is very wide, with all tastes
catered for. The collection also has The Monthly magazine, which I know
many U3A members read.
If you would like to check out this free service, more information can
be found here:
https://www.cclc.vic.gov.au/online-resources/bolinda-borrowbox/
The app is available for both iPhone/iPad and Android devices (like
Samsung, etc.).
The Library makes a range of digital resources available, including
newspapers, magazines, journals and even CHOICE Magazine. For more
information on the full range, check out:
https://www.cclc.vic.gov.au/resources-category/audiobooks-ebooksmagazines/
Happy Reading!

Jan Whitaker

A very special Birthday

I thought you may all be interested to hear about how we celebrated my sister's 70th birthday
in lockdown (Stage 3).
Her favourite song is Gershwin's Summertime (from Porgy and Bess). I arranged a surprise
family zoom call for 7 pm here, and they all came in from Oxford, London, Sussex, Strasbourg,
Townsville and Sydney to say something special to her. While she was distracted, I smuggled
into the front room (in a distanced way, of course!) a young opera singer (Chloe, a mezzo
soprano) in a long formal dress. (I'd found her online via the Melba Opera Trust and negotiated
the fee by email. We met for the first time that night.)
When everyone had spoken to the Birthday Girl on zoom, my large nephew (who'd been
blocking the view of the hall) stepped back and Chloe walked up the hall. My sister, who is very
hard to keep secrets from, was completely gobsmacked. What is happening? Chloe used her
iPad to sound the right key and sang Summertime for us. It was so very beautiful. Not a dry
eye! Two-year-old Billy, ready for bed, sat with his head up, looking at Chloe and swaying in
time to the music. The overseas family, still zooming, was as entranced as we were.
She then explained that Dame Nellie loved our encore and sang Home Sweet Home for us to
conclude. Although our two-item concert was quite brief, it was simply wonderful. Somehow it
seemed perfect for our Covid times.
(Chloe is a child care teacher who lost her job at the beginning of the lockdown. We felt very
grateful to her for sharing her beautiful voice and technique with us.)

Sharon Donnelly

U3A Bike Group.

The group has not been cycling since July due to the lockdown. Hopefully we will be up
and pedalling again before too long. When we resume we will look at our current rides,
some of which can be altered and lengthened and new routes can be added. We have
some new rides in mind; one is on the Mornington Peninsula. If you have rides that you
would like to include please bring them to the group for discussion.
We are looking forward to restarting the group, enjoying the exhilaration that cycling
brings, the health benefits and of course that all important cup of coffee and chat along
the way.

Harold Simpson

Keeping busy in isolation

Always worth the hard work to get
these results

Thought I should put a couple of photos in of the hard work Tom puts into our
garden

Nature keeps on
keeping on as seen
on one of Tom’s
bike rides

Jean

In Praise of Zoom and our Tutors, but not of Magpies
What wonderful technology we have, that has enabled us to maintain some contact with
others.
I have enjoyed the Virtual Art Appreciation Class, in fact I enjoy it rather more than the only one
that I have able to attend in person. Chris Trimnell has done a fantastic job to present very
interesting and entertaining subject matter, and has managed to create some interactive
material. Well done.
Beginners Tai Chi is quite a challenge on-line. We are learning new moves and any exercise has
to be good even though my execution leaves a fair bit to be desired.
The first session of Zumba for seniors has been great fun and thankfully considerably slower
than the Zumba I tried at the gym. Coordination is a challenge, but hopefully things will get
better over time.
The other exercise I regularly take is cycling, and we have a vast network of trails around Casey,
some currently out of bounds due to distance constraints. We can travel through the many
parks and along lovely wide footpaths beside some of the major roads.

Recently the dreaded magpie swooping season has begun. I am always amazed at how strong
the jolt is when my helmet takes a hit. I have not found that things sticking out of my helmet or
eyes painted on the back act as any kind of deterrent. I was also advised that wearing a mask
would confuse the magpies, not so.
So if you have a cast iron method to deter these pesky creatures I would love to hear about it.
In the meantime, I will continue to wave a branch over my head and hope I don’t need 2 brakes
at the same time.
Lastly, but not leastly, a BIG thank you to our committee which has worked very hard to offer us
many classes in very difficult times.
Gerry McKellar

Tai Chi on Zoom
Hello all, just a little story about our classes and the fun we are having. As you can see
by the pictures we all look like escapees from celebrity squares and I’m a dead ringer
for Ugly Dave Gray.... (The one taking the pics).
Earlier this year as you would all know classes just stopped!! On the very last day
Christina and both of the classes arrived at our regular venue Woodlands to the news
that everything was just going to stop and no one had any idea what would happen
after that. Christina was very concerned for us all and encouraged us to practice,
practice, practice! While a couple of us met for a little while at Wilson Botanic Park it
became very clear on line was the only option.
We have started a taster group from 10 till 11am and the girls have not run out of the
room screaming so I’m pretty sure we’re having a good time. Tai Chi is wonderful for
the body and quite manageable for any age but especially as we get older. It helps the
body work as it should including feeling well, developing good balance, simply having
more energy and, it just feels good to do!
Our 11 till 12noon session is for girls who have learned the Beijing 24 with Christina.
As you can see by the photos Christina is with us in spirit, even though we can’t see or
hear her. I’m only helping out with classes as Christina is unable to take the class on
zoom. She has been supporting Casey U3a some years now and is very appreciated,
she will be even more so by the time I’ve finished with her classes. We really miss the
ladies who can’t use zoom, many of whom are the veterans of U3a; we hope you are
all well and happy.
I’d like to acknowledge what an amazing supportive committee Casey U3a has and all
the tutors who are supported by them. I know, not being a regular tutor, all the help and
encouragement I’ve received has made the choice to help very simple.
I have also been able to take advantage of the Casey offerings with - Zumba, Monday.
Qigong, Tuesday. French, Wednesday. And of course get to practice and teach my bits
and pieces to lovely friends on Thursday. When he remembers my husband does
Brain Training on Thursdays ha ha. All in all great

Helen

CASEY U3A_CASEY/CARDINIA LIBRARIES CLASSES - Sept/Oct/Nov.
Enroll now! Send an email to the link listed under each class to register your interest.

Wed. Weekly 7th Oct – Wed 28th

ctrimnell23@gmail.com

Wed. Weekly 22nd Oct – 26th Nov

jevongaudion@gmail.com

jilliansparkes@bigpond.co
m

Art Appreciation
(or the Virtual Art bus!)
In July we flew to France for a 2nd time and visited Claude
Monet, even toured his beautiful house and saw his famous
garden and water lilies. What a prolific and successful painter he
was!’ Something like 2,500 artworks has been identified!

In August, we flew to the Netherlands to learn more about
Rembrandt. Another amazing artist! His works are well
recognized and many of his portraits capture the personality of
the person – this was a new phenomenon in art during the 17th
century. BUT – it was also super exciting to learn that Nancy
Thomson one of our Casey U3A members had a connection with
Rembrandt. This painting of Maria Tripp is a family member –
going back 12 generations!
In our current restrictions due to COVID we can’t go to galleries
but Zoom does makes it possible to travel the world!
This online class is not restricted to enrolled members of Art
Appreciation, so look out for the next trip (4th Friday in the
month) and respond to the email if interested in joining in.

These were some of the willing participants who journeyed
to the Netherlands
(no passports required, no quarantine restrictions and no costs!)

Chris Trimnell

My isolation answer

I have to say one of the most pleasant pastimes is meeting up with a friend (masked up
of course) and walking around Wilson Park Gardens - just sitting and watching the
ducks in the water has such a calming effect and I look forward to more of it as the
weather improves. I look forward to meeting up with you all there in the near future
(fingers crossed).

Jill Quirk

Making parchment Cards and Knitting keeping me busy

Jan Weiner

The Literature Circle
At first zooming felt like a disruption of what had been our friendly gatherings at
Fiddlers Green on a Tuesday morning. Here the smell of freshly made coffee
floated around the craft room as we shared our jokes and our “ups and downs”.
Then the two hours passed all too quickly when we responded to the questions and
insights that emerged from our close reading of the text for that day. Then came
the virus.
At first Zooming was a challenge and felt like an interruption to our groups
communal life. We were all grateful for the ability to see and speak to each other
but it took a little while to settle in to the process. Now it all seems normal. It is
no longer a technical challenge (as long as the electronic gods do not disrupt the
day with their mischief) but a great way in the present times to remain in touch, to
still see the body language and facial expressions when one of us comments, to
share smiles and laughter as something comic is shared. Zooming has become a
source of warmth and pleasure that sustains our interest in classic works and
selected writing from the 20th and 21st century. We started with 15 members but
due in part to people moving, or being inconvenienced by circumstances and poor
health, we now enjoy a regular ten. We think we could cope with five more if
anyone is interested. This would still allow all members to contribute to discussion.
This last year we have chased Moby Dick, gone to the forest of Ardenne and
enjoyed the comedy of As You Like it - we have visited Nigeria in early colonial
times through Things Fall Apart, explored the changing life of a post Brexit Britain
in the wonderful novel Autumn, and we have just finished Toni Morrison’s “Beloved”,
the disturbing glimpse of slavery in America, which made us even more deeply
aware of the current Black Lives Matter movements. And we read too many poems
to name and had great fun one morning when we ran a game of Trivial Pursuit based
upon books the group had covered. The poetry we usually find on the internet.
You would be most welcome if you are interested in joining us. All we ask is a
willingness to obtain either a hard copy or an electronic version of the work under

consideration (some of them are out of copyright and can be downloaded for free).
This month we are discussing The Moonstone by Wilkie Collins - a contemporary of
Dickens, and then we are reading The Go Between by L.P. Hartley, and replan too
finish the year with a reading of the famous Dylan Thomas Radio Play “Under
Milkwood”.
We are currently setting up for December and January, usually a break time, but a
number of members are keen to continue gathering. We are also planning the
program for next year and members have been asked to nominate works they would
like to reread as well as those they have not read. Then we make a group decision
and away we go.
If you think you may be interested give me a call on 0418 381 352 and I can
answer your questions.
By February we may be meeting face to face again in some as yet unknown location
but even if we are still Zooming you can be sure the Literature Circle will be
continuing on.

Terry Trewavas.

Virtual "Keeping a Sketchbook" Course
Interested members from the Pre-Covid Sketchbook courses are now continuing their
sketch interests through a fortnightly virtual "sketchmeet" using Zoom.
The sketchmeets include instruction on sketch topics and sketching different subjects
with the help of YouTube videos. Members take part in a fortnightly sketch challenge
(which they do in their own time) and show-and-tell at the next meeting. These
sketchmeets are also for sharing information on tools, materials, techniques and
resources related to sketching (for keeping a visual journal/travel diary/nature journal or
doing Urban Sketching).
The response from participants has been unexpectedly enthusiastic. Allocating some
time at the end of each session for informal chit chat (with show-and-tell) hopefully
makes up (at least in part) for the loss of "normal" personal interaction. This informal
segment plus the viewing of online resources on personal computers has (in my
opinion) made for a better course than those I held face-to-face.

Kathleen Newman (Tutor)
Sketch Blog: http://nowismystoryinsketches.blogspot.com/
Photos: Zoom class practicing sketching people in motion and a few sketches of
life in lockdown – personal spaces, sorting laundry and Zoom meets.

ZUMBA for Seniors
We have just started online classes in Zumba.
Mondays 11:00-11:45 At our first session someone
commented that Kerry looks so professional. That’s
because she is! Some people might remember that
when we started Casey U3A classes at Lynbrook this year
it was due to a grant we got from the City of Casey. This grant allowed us to cover not just
rental at the Lynbrook Community Centre but also to employ 3 instructors. Kerry was one!
Zumba is so much fun – if you feel invigorated by music and love moving to the beat this is the
class for you! Although it will never be as good as being in a hall with music and surrounded by
others, Kerry’s clear instructions and the music still make the class a great experience.
.
Contact ctrimnell23@gmail.com if you’d like to join. Numbers are not restricted online.

TUTORS (New and Current)
We have been asked if we would like to offer some classes in partnership with
Casey/Cardinia libraries for their summer event calendar. (Dec, Jan, Feb.) They
could be offered as online or face to face classes depending on when the COVID
situation is resolved.
We are not asking for anyone to commit to weekly, or fortnightly or even monthly
classes unless someone really wanted to! We are thinking more of a ‘one’ off class
or a short series of 1-6 classes. You might be qualified in an area that you would
like to share with other seniors or have a special passion or interest that you think
others might be interested in learning about or participating in.

To express your interest or ask questions: ctrimnell23@gmail.com / 0408 889 569

Free Concert – Casey U3A members!
Saturday 26th September – 7:00-8:00pm

Casey U3A Committee is hosting this online concert for your enjoyment at no cost to you!

‘Fool’s Gold’ will be coming live to you from Co. Durham in the UK!
Steve and Carol regularly perform for U3As across England and I do mean regularly.
They are already booked to perform 44 shows between now and Christmas!
Due to the virus lockdowns they decided to also advertise their shows in Australia.
Berwick Folk Club booked them and were impressed with their performance – hence the
booking so Casey U3A members could enjoy something a bit different in their own homes.
Steve and Carol play and sing a mixture of original and well-known songs that we guarantee
will have you singing along or at least tapping your feet. They’ll explain the stories behind
the songs and have a slideshow happening behind them to add even further interest.
Refer to their website for samples of their music etc. www.foolsgoldacoustic.co.uk
You will need to register to attend this event and we will then email you back the Zoom link.
If you have not used Zoom before you will need to download it the day before. Refer to our
website for details if unsure. If you can connect your device to your TV then obviously you can get
a bigger viewing area which also means you can sit back and enjoy the concert in comfort.
But any device will connect – computer, laptop, tablet or mobile.
Our Zoom license will cater for up to 100 participants. It would be great to show our support
for Steve and Carol by catering for that number.

So, reserve your spot NOW! Email Chris – ctrimnell23@gmail.com

A touch of humour
I don’t want to go for
another walk!!!
(Pam Cummings sent this lovely photo)

When my wife starts to sing I always
go out and do some garden work so
our neighbors can see there's no
domestic violence going on.

Did you hear about the man who though an ‘aperitif’ was a set of
dentures!!

CASEY U3A - ZOOM TIMETABLE (14th Sept. 2020)
Time

Program

Leader/Co-leader

frequency

Zoom
licence

Monday
10:00-11:00

Current Affairs

weekly

1

11:00-12:00

Zumba Gold

weekly

2

14:30-16:30
13:00-15:00

Committee
Social Seniors

Peter Fleming /
Colin Whitney
Kerry AuchSchwelk
Colin Whitney
Chris Trimnell

4th Mon / month
Weekly x 6
Repeated Oct/Nov

1
2

Tuesday
10:00-11:00

Arthritis Exercises

Maxine Gardner

Weekly

2

open

maxineg2501@gmail.com

Maxine Gardner

Weekly

2

open

maxineg2501@gmail.com

10:00-12:00

Qigong &Still
Meditation
Literature Class

Terry Trewevas

Weekly

1

open to 5 more

tjtrew@iprimus.com.au

12:00-12:45

Ukulele - Beginners

Danny Hume

Weekly

Danny

open to 4 more

ctrimnell23@gmail.com

13:00-14:00

Ukulele

Danny Hume

Weekly

Danny

13:30-14:30

Nossal Teams
1

open

Kamla.Reddy@nossalhs.vic.edu.au

14:00-16:00

Strum Club

Kamla Reddy
(Nossal High)
Peter Fleming
Hu Schroor
Edward Nass

1 every 3 weeks

13:30-15:30

Nossal High Literature
Circle
Coffee & Discussion 1

Edward

open

ejnass@gmail.com

Wed
10:30-11:30

Be Healthy & Active

cdwjmw@gmail.com

French Beginners

14:00 -15:00

Cryptic Crosswords

Tom Farrell

Weekly x 9
1
Ends 20th Oct
Weekly (3 Classes x Lily
40mins each)
Weekly
1

open

10:30- 1315

Colin Whitney
/Bolton Clarke
Lily Lam

10:00-11:00

2nd & 4th
Tuesdays/Month
Weekly

Open to all
members

Contact

open

ctrimnell23@gmail.com

jilliansparkes@bigpond.com

laplam3721@hotmail.com

Book Club 1 – Lynne
MacDonald

E Gaudion*

3rd Wed / month

1

Thursday
10:00-11:30

Philo Discuss

Kerry Doherty

Weekly

Kerry

10:00-11:30

Computer Forums

Noel Barlow

Fortnightly

1

10:00-11:30

Genealogy

Noel Barlow

Fortnightly

1

10:00-11:00

Taiqi - Introduction

Helen McGrath*

Weekly

11:00-12:00

Taiqi - Regulars

Helen McGrath*

Friday
14:00-15:00

Chinese Singing

19:00-21:00

13:00-15:00
13:00 -15:00
11:00-12:00
Sunday
13:30-15:30

open to 2 more

kfdoherty01@gmail.com

2

open

unimac9@gmail.com

Weekly

2

open

unimac9@gmail.com

Lily Lam

Weekly (40mins)

Lily

Book Club 2 (Between
the Covers)
Sketchbook

Chris Trimnell

1

Kathleen Newman

1&3 Friday /
month
Fortnightly

Art Appreciation
(virtual artbus)

Chris Trimnell

4th Fri/month

1

open

ctrimnell23@gmail.com

Coffee & Discussion 2

Peter Fleming

1st & 3rd Sun /
month

1

open

lrbrain1896@gmail.com

2

open

judith.brown14@bigpond.com

2

open

ctrimnell23@gmail.com

2

open

jevongaudion@gmail.com

2

open

jilliansparkes@bigpond.com

laplam3721@hotmail.com

2

* Substitute tutor whilst online only

Casey U3A and Bunjil Library presents – online via Zoom
Thurs
13:00-14:00
Wed
11:00-12:00
Thurs
13:00-14:00
Mon
13:00-15:00

Brain Training

Judith Brown

Weather & Inspiration

Chris Trimnell

Ted Talk reviews

E. Gaudion

Social Seniors (repeat)

Jill Sparkes

Weekly x 6
starting 10th Sept
Weekly x 4
Starting 7th Oct
Weekly x 6
Starting 22nd Oct
Weekly x 6
Starting 26th Oct

